THE NEW NORMAL: HOW TECH WILL SUPPORT SECURITY’S ROLE NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

Like nearly everything else, the Covid-19 pandemic has impacted the security industry in ways no one anticipated. Security teams in every sector, from healthcare to retail to commercial offices, are managing sudden increases in staff and responsibilities. For example, they might be managing security for real estate they never had before or managing security needs for properties that have sat empty for over a year and may continue to have minimal inhabitants for the foreseeable future. In many cases, they are highly involved in screening...
Security Leader Spotlight: 
Vosker’s Jimmy Angers 
Sponsored By: Vosker Security

Each month in this space, ISC News Editor-in-Chief D.J. Murphy will sit down with a leader in the security space who will share their thoughts and expertise on issues affecting a variety of industry stakeholders. This month we feature Jimmy Angers, chief innovation officer at VOSKER, a leading supplier of cameras connected via cellular networks enabling video surveillance of outdoor areas including farms and ranches, construction sites, real estate and other remote properties. Angers discusses trends—including 5G—driving cellular advances and adoption, challenges inherent in monitoring...
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Razberi by ComNet automates CyberSecurity 
Sponsored By: Razberi by ComNet


Razberi meets the need of any sized organization, the platform offers intelligent appliances for video surveillance and IoT, automated cybersecurity and health monitoring software. Razberi appliances are compatible with top management systems and many network cameras.
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- REPORT CLAIMS CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AT HIGH RISK OF FLOOD DAMAGE
Join ComNet on Tuesday, October 26, for their webinar “Cybersecurity for Hardened Ethernet Products”

This informative session focuses in on the protective measures you can take from a network hardware perspective to protect your network from unauthorized access. We will take a deeper look on the available measures you can put in place to make your company’s networks more cyber-secure. These measures are easy to implement and impossible to breach.

Rocky Montoya is a Trainer and Wireless Systems Engineer for ComNet, a manufacturer of audio, video, data, and Ethernet communication products. For the last 7 years, Rocky has been on the Wireless Development team at ComNet and manages their Solar and Battery Backup product lines. Before that, Rocky spent 10 year with a Value-Added Reseller as a Network Engineer specializing in IP Telephony and Core Switching.
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